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Supporting Investment Management firms through successful implementation

MiFID II - The Scope
What is the scope and how can FourthLine help?
Our niche specialism provides us with a deep understanding of the regulatory challenges facing the Investment Management sector. The
broad scope and scale of MiFID II makes it the most strategically important initiative in recent years, with the impact being felt across a
multitude of workstreams and business units.
The Regulatory Technical Standards are now partially finalised and will significantly alter the functioning of European capital markets. The
extent of the new changes will prove a huge challenge for Investment Management firms to implement by 3rd January 2017.
Key Challenges







OTC Derivatives - MiFID II looks to extend many of the benefits felt by Equity markets as a result of the first MiFID
initiative, to a far wider range of asset classes. It is highly important that Investment Management firms are prepared for
significant proportions of OTC Derivative trades moving to a regulated platform.
Equity Markets - MiFID II extends the existing pre- and post- trade transparency requirements to cover shares and other
equity-like instruments, such as exchange-traded funds.
Non-Equity Markets – MiFID II will introduce a new pre- and post-trade transparency regime for bonds, structured finance
products and derivatives traded on regulated markets.
Reporting Obligations – With the expansion of the number of asset classes taken into account, the data requirements for
reporting are unprecedented.
Investor Protection – The main area of MiFID II impact on the Investment Management sector is Investor Protection.
Some of the biggest challenges within the Investor Protection agenda:
 Suitability and Appropriateness – Any firm providing advised services and portfolio management will be affected
by the new suitability regime. The appropriateness requirements of MiFID II cover non-advised services, and the definition
of complex & non-complex products has proven highly ambiguous.
 Product Governance – Firms that produce financial instruments will be required to maintain a product approval
process involving the identification of target market, risks within that market and accurate distribution to it.
 Inducements – Firms that provide portfolio management will be banned from receiving any kind of fees from third
parties.
 Best Execution – Execution policy must be clearly disclosed, as well as the top five execution venues for each class
of financial instrument in the previous year.

Why FourthLine?
Your FourthLine of Defence
We build high performing Risk and Regulatory Change teams that protect your business integrity and brand reputation.
Globally there are 550 regulated bodies and 950 different rulebooks creating a constant flow of regulatory change which firms have to
identify, interpret, understand and adapt to in order to ensure their business models remain competitive and compliant.

How Can FourthLine Help You?
At FourthLine, we are passionate about building trusted
partnerships.

“Provide leading industry talent”
We can help throughout your MIFID II implementation, by providing
leading industry talent who have a wealth of regulatory change
experience to ensure a comfortable and compliant transition. We
deliver successfully across complex workstreams and it is vital that
not only do we have a clear grasp of regulation and how it affects
businesses, but also the complex blend of skills it takes to create
true industry leading expertise.

We have a network of associates ready to support on the key
deliverables attached to MIFID II, ranging from Heads of Change to
specialist SME capability which encompasses MiFID II and wider
regulatory change initiatives such as MAD II/MAR, UCITS V and
AIFMD.

Built on knowledge
We get under the skin of your industry. Regulation is
constantly changing and we pride ourselves on really
getting to grips with your specific pressures and
opportunities. Our built on knowledge ethos begins with a
comprehensive study of the FCA’s annual business plan
and we work with our alliance partners who also operate
in the regulatory space across legal, software, consulting
to identify the opportunities, challenges and issues that
will be facing the industry over the forthcoming year. We
use this intelligence to shape our talent community
building approach this ensures we are always on the front
foot and we can confidently assume a pro-active advisory
authority as opposed to being viewed as a reactionary
supplier.
FourthLine specialises in: Asset Management,
Wealth Management, Wholesale & Investment
Banking, Life & Pensions.

Why FourthLine?

Our Core Competency Framework (CCF) is a key tool to ensure we identify and work
with the top 20% of industry talent.
Our CCF continuously improves our knowledge of what good looks like. Our customers benefit
through improved interview success and long term retention rates.
FourthLine’s Core Competency Framework constantly monitors,


Every essential and desirable experience and skill required in both the job description and
successful candidate of every role we have ever worked on.



Survey results from our client and candidate base.



Qualitative interview data from trusted contacts in our network.



Essential skills and experience from direct company adverts in GRC disciplines across

industry, consulting and practice.

Our recent MiFID II associate placements
Hybrid MIFID II Product Project Manager/Business Analyst
Leading Asset M anagement Firm



Regulator experience at the FCA has provided an insight into
regulatory requirements from their perspective.



Ownership of MiFID II at a global investment firm from a

“FourthLine understood the complex granular detail
of MiFID II impact in a way that our existing PSL
suppliers struggled to do.”
- Programme Manager - Leading Asset Management
firm

Product and Platform perspective.



Vast exposure to various front office related regulations

including KIIDs, KYC, AML, CASS and PEPs.



investment products, highlighted by the recent set up of a
hedge fund from scratch. Managed a team of 6 to successfully
achieve AIFMD compliance.



MiFID II Business Analyst
Edinburgh Asset Management Firm

Thorough knowledge of regulatory requirements around

Possesses a deep understanding of investment products in a



Delivered detailed process change guidance including global
governance model.



Managing and steering team of Data Analysts to efficiently and
accurately gather, cleanse and structure complex regulatory risk
mapping data.



Delivered end to end AIFMD regulatory reporting target
operating model aligned to other reporting including EMIR trade
reporting.



Carried out detailed gap analysis of data provisions required to
implement external vendor reporting solution.



Elicited detailed business requirements enabling business teams
to progress using requirements traceability matrix.



Work stream lead and point of contact for implementation of 3rd
party risk monitoring solution.

variety of contexts, with the ability to eloquently explain
complex technical elements in a concise manner to business
focused stakeholders.

“The Consultant at FourthLine took the time to
really understand the unique challenge our firm
faces as a result of our responsible investment
ethos combined with the complex nature of MiFID
II and the potential for reputational risk that it
poses.”
- COO - Asset Management firm

Available MiFID II Associates in our Network
MiFID II Business
Analyst
(Best Execution)

Transaction Reporting
SME








Provide oversight
on Transaction
Reporting specialising in
MiFID and
forthcoming MiFID
II



Responsible for
assessing and
delivering analysis of
the impact of MiFID II
across business and
technical functions.

TR MiFID advisory Securities &
Derivatives, both
buy and sell side
obligations.



Delivering impact
analysis around all
elements of Investor
Protection, including
Best Execution, Trade
Transparency and
Suitability &
Appropriateness.

Lead on major
regulatory reporting
projects FCA - key
relationships with
middleware providers,
reporting ARM, the
FCA's Trade
Monitoring Unit (TMU)
and Technology.



Assessing the
technical impact of
MiFID II on trading
systems and
processes.



Producing detailed
front-facing reviews of
processes and controls
in line with MiFID and
MiFID II

Solution
development for all
TR Quality
Assurance, Testing,
Controls and
Reconciliation
implementation.

MiFID II Programme
Manager Market Structure

MiFID II Programme
Manager

Head of
Regulatory Change



Business reengineering to create
an approved
approach to
compliance based
upon legal
interpretation of
regulatory text.



Design and delivery of
the MiFID II / MiFIR
Programme, involving
the Advocacy
responses to
consultations along
with implementation
planning and delivery.



Set up a framework
and response for
Regulatory Change to
ensure Asset & Wealth
Management
businesses can
respond to regulatory
initiatives.



Establish a skilled
programme team to
ensure successful delivery of all MiFID II
requirements.



Monitor regulations,
interdependencies,
response to
consultations liaising
with Risk Management,
Legal, Operations, Front
Office etc



Track upcoming
regulatory milestones
and support advocacy
strategies across the
regulatory lifecycle.



Focusing on some of
the key areas of
challenge including;
Systematic
Internaliser, Best
Execution, Algo, HFT
and DEA Trading,
Derivatives etc.



Governance
management, ensuring
the Programme and sub
projects conform to the
agreed standards
including reporting
requirements, Budget
tolerance and quality.



Establish cross matrix
themes to identify
impacted
workstreams and
stakeholders.



Managing the
mobilisation,
Advocacy and
Impact Assessment
Phases of the
programme.



Responsible for
creating a team of
Regulatory
Programme
managers who
deliver content led
regulatory change
business.



Review and
challenge
programme scope,
status, plans,
budget and delivery
readiness.

Services – Resourcing the talent that protects business integrity
Our knowledge, experience and focus on the field of Regulatory Change, Risk and Compliance means we deliver a valuable hiring service
to the UK regulated Financial Services industry.
Every client we work with comes to us seeking something specific which we offer through our outcome focused services and solu tions.

FourthLine Solution

The Service

Interim Management and Contractor Solutions

The immediate injection of management or technical expertise to deliver a
high priority project. An excellent way to bring long lasting customer value
through both project delivery and knowledge transfer into your permanent
staff.

Project Outsourcing

We are embedded as part of your talent delivery team to help your
customers with significant regulatory programmes. A highly flexible solution
which you can tailor according to the situation.

Permanent Contingent

Our standard, highly responsive recruitment service, suitable for a vast
array of hires. This solution is most successful when working in full
partnership with all relevant stakeholders with a full process mapped out in
advance.

Permanent Retained Search

Detailed research and approach methodology to hiring senior, highly
technical or in-demand positions where you need your recruitment partner
100%
focused on working for your business. Also works extremely well for new
growth practices where you require the recruiter to work with even greater
discretion.

